1 production and R 1 only immunisation from R ∅ R ∅ → R ∅ − 1 ; R 1 → R 1 + 1 ; I 1 → I 1 + 1 (1 − σ)β 1 R ∅ I 1 /N I 2 production and R 1 only immunisation from R ∅ R ∅ → R ∅ − 1 ; R 1 → R 1 + 1 ; I 2 → I 2 + 1 (1 − σ)β 2 R ∅ I 2 /N I 1 production and R 12 only immunisation from R ∅ R ∅ → R ∅ − 1 ; R 12 → R 12 + 1 ; I 1 → I 1 + 1 σβ 1 R ∅ I 1 /N I 2 production and R 12 only immunisation from R ∅ R ∅ → R ∅ − 1 ; R 12 → R 12 + 1 ; I 2 → I 2 + 1 σβ 2 R ∅ I 2 /N I 1 production and R 12 only immunisation from R 1 R 1 → R 1 − 1 ; R 12 → R 12 + 1 ; I 1 → I 1 + 1 β 1 R 1 I 1 /N I 2 production and R 12 only immunisation from R 1 Table 1 (theoretical set). Figure S2 : Effects of gradual antigenic drift on the CCS. We do not explicitly model mutant strains resulting from within gradual antigenic drift but consider that the emergence of new viral strains can be captured by introducing into the model a loss of immunity by the host, as originally suggested by Pease (1987) . Gradual antigenic drift is therefore modelled by a SIRS model with demography. Parameter γ governs the transition from R to S, reproducing gradual immune escape. The proportion of extinct trajectories after T max = 50 years calculated on 100 simulations is plotted. Initial conditions correspond to the endemic equilibrium of the deterministic model. Parameter values are given in Table 1 (theoretical set). 
A model for within cluster antigenic drift
Within cluster antigenic drift is introduced by assuming that viruses present two parts:
• a conserved part, identical for both clusters whose phenotype cannot evolve.
• a specific part, subject to slight phenotypic variation following quasi-neutral mutation.
Partial cross-immunity is provided by the conserved part. Gradual antigenic drift induces continuous changes of the specific part and, new specific parts are introduced following immune escape mutations. We further assume that a primary immune response results in the acquisition of immune memory toward both the conserved and the specific parts.
We note σ and σ s (σ, σ s ∈ [0, 1]) the degrees of protection provided respectively by immunity to the conserved and the specific part of the virus. We assume additivity of cross protection with the constraint that σ + σ s ≤ 1.
In case where we assume that within cluster antigenic drift results in strains diversity rendering intra-cluster immunity only partial, the previous assumption enables to recover Gökaydin et al. (2007) SIRI model. Reinfections with strains belonging to a cluster for which hosts have been immunised occur with a reduced probability (1 − (σ + σ s )). Infections by strains belonging to a mutant cluster never encountered by the hosts occur with a reduced probability (1 − σ)
In case where we assume that within antigenic clusters evolution results in a progressive loss of immunity as proposed by Pease (1987) (SIRS framework) we introduce a parameter (γ) governing the rate of antigenic drift. Infections of naive hosts by strains belonging to cluster i confer full immunity toward strains of cluster i (σ + σ s = 1, R Ci hosts in figure 8 of the main text). Antigenic drift affects the specific part of the virus belonging to cluster i and induces a loss of immunity toward the specific part after a time governed by a rate γ (R Ci → R C ). R C hosts can then be reinfected by strains belonging to cluster i but with a reduced probability (1 − σ) due to immunity provided by the conserved part. The conserved part also ensures that R Ci and R C hosts have a reduced probability (1−σ) to be infected by strains belonging to cluster j (partial cross-immunity).
We formulate the model of figure 7 (main text) using an HBRS framework and neglecting co-infections in order to compare it to Gökaydin et al. (2007) model. These assumptions lead to the following equations: x-axis scale the amount of immune escape achieved by the mutant antigenic cluster. y-axis represent a measure of within cluster antigenic drift (see section 3 of the appendix for details). Colours: both antigenic clusters go extinct (black), the resident cluster only goes extinct (successful replacement, red); the mutant cluster only goes extinct (blue); no cluster goes extinct (coexistence, green). Extinction threshold is set at N = 10 −6 (top panels), N = 10 −7 (middle panels) and N = 10 −8 (bottom panels). Parameter values are given in Table 1 (theoretical set). The horizontal white lines of the right graphs situates the reinfections thresholds of the SIRI models (1 − σ − σ s = 1 R 0 ). The vertical white lines set the highest immune escape intensity (1 − σ) for which the same model without within cluster antigenic drift predicts replacements. Figure S8 : Effect of the fitness reduction (mutant transmission rate β reduced by a factor α) associated with immune escape plotted for different values of the resident cluster R 0 . The threshold value of σ (σ * ) needed to ensure the mutant cluster invasion is plotted against α.
